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Disclaimer
The publisher has made every effort to be as accurate and complete as possible in this
report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that
the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information in this report, the publisher
accepts no responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject
matter within.  Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples or organizations are
unintentional.

This book is a step by step guide to generating free traffic.  In practical advice books
like this there is no guarantee of results, traffic or income.  Readers are cautioned to
rely on their own judgement about their individual circumstances and abilities to act
accordingly.

This book is not intended to be used as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice.  All readers are encouraged to seek services of competent
professionals in the legal, business, accounting and financial fields.

All Rights Reserved

No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever,
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational
storage or retrieval without express written, dated and signed permission from the
author.
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Introduction
You will have seen marketers claiming to be making thousands of dollars a month from
their websites and you may have wondered how they are doing this when you are
struggling to bring in a couple of hundred bucks from your own site.  For many
marketers this is a bit of a mystery, but when you truly understand the different ways to
monetize your website and you know how to maximize your profits from it then you will
see your income increasing.

The information you are going to learn in this report can help you to take your business
to the next level and turn your website income into a full time income and even more, if
you apply what you are going to learn.

There are many different ways to monetize a website, as you will learn in the next
chapter, and whilst this is good because there are a lot of different ways you can make
your website make money, it is also bad because there are too many ways you can
monetize your website!  That may sound a bit backwards, but the very fact there are so
many different ways you can monetize a website that work means a lot of people get
confused and don't know which to choose.  Or they end up choosing lots of different
ways and none really converts and makes any money.

Having too many adverts on your site can make your visitors blind to the adverts,
particularly if they are searching for information.  Too many adverts above the fold can
damage your search engine rankings as well, something which has recently been
introduced by Google.

Placing your adverts careful within your site can help to boost your click through rates
and help your visitors to actually notice the adverts.  Remember, most of us are over-
exposed to adverts and it has to be very relevant to what we are looking for before we
will even notice it!  Think about the websites you visit with advertising on, how many
adverts can you remember from them and how many did you click on?  Did you
appreciate the adverts and take time to read them or get annoyed at them for being
obtrusive and getting in the way of the information you were seeking?

Think about the last advert you clicked on.  What was it for and what about it grabbed
your attention?
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There are a whole host of ways you can monetize a website, and each one can make
you money.  By carefully thinking about what you want your visitors want and giving
them highly relevant ads you can increase your click through rates and make more
money.  Remember, if the adverts aren't relevant to what your visitors are looking for
then you may find your income isn't as high as it could be.
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The Different Ways To Monetize Your
Website
How you will monetize your website will depend upon the niche you are in.  There is
no one method of monetization for all websites, and the type of monetization you use
could even vary internally on different pages!  If your website is about LCD televisions,
you may have physical product adverts from companies like Amazon or Commission
Junction on your site, but on one page which is information rather than about a specific
TV you might decide to place some Adsense ads.  Alternatively you may decide that
you are only going to focus on promoting the Amazon products to the exclusion of all
else.

As you can see, there really is no one size fits all solution to monetizing your website.
 As you work through the next few chapters you will learn more about some of the
different ways by which you can monetize your website as well as how you can
improve the income from your websites using simple techniques that very few
marketers use.

Some of the most popular methods for monetizing a website include:

·         Adsense

·         Amazon

·         Clickbank

·         Commission Junction

·         Linkshare

·         PayDotCom

·         JVZoo

·         Google Advertisers Network

·         CPA Offers

·         Banner advertising

·         Selling advertising space

·         Selling links

·         Your own products

·         PLR / MRR products 
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These are just some of the more popular ways for you to make money from a website,
but there are many more that you could use.

The method that you decide to use to monetize your website will depend upon what
niche you are targeting.  Some niches will be better suited to one form of advertising
more than another.  Many people fall back to Google Adsense when they are not sure
what adverts are best to put on a website.  They are a good default choice.

The key to succeeding with any type of advertising is to make sure it is targeted to the
traffic that sees the advert.

For example, if your website is about dog training and you have an advert on there for
webhosting, your conversion rate is going to be abysmal.  If your website is targeting
people under 30 then offering adverts for things that appeal to the senior market would
be a waste of time.

Advertising is all about ensuring that the ads are targeted, which is why you try to rank
for keywords that are related to your niche.  This is particular important when you start
paying for traffic.  You need to ensure that you are targeting your adverts according to
your niche.

If you can do this, then you will see the revenues from your website rising.  This is
perhaps one of the most important lessons you can have on making money from a
website, so look to target the adverts on your website according to your visitor. 
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Monetizing With Adsense
Adsense is a good way to monetize your website. It displays adverts on your website
that are related to your content.  Google analyses the content on your website and
uses that to determine what adverts to display.

Nowadays you can display text ads (like those below), images or video.  Most people
agree that the text ads convert much better in most situations, but in some situations
you may prefer the other types.

Adsense ads come in all sorts of shapes and sizes so that you can fit them in to your
website in the available space on your site.

In order to get the best click through rates you need to blend your adverts in to your
content.  This means make the text look like it is a part of your site.  The default ad
color settings do not convert well because they stand out like a sore thumb.  Too many
people are blind to adverts on the Internet these days, so if it looks like it fits in to your
content, you will get more people noticing your ads.

If you make the URL color hyperlink blue (HTML color code 0000FF) then it can help
your click through rate (CTR) because people expect to click on a link that is this color.
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The amount you get paid per click will vary according to the keyword the visitor came
to the website with.  It can be anything from a penny up to tens of dollars.  No one can
tell you how much a click is worth because it is a closely guarded secret in Google
Towers.  What we do know is that it is a percentage of the cost per click (CPC) which
is freely information.

The CPC is the maximum someone will pay per click.  In reality it is often a lot less
than this, so if you see the CPC is $50 then you will not be paid $50 per click, but a
percentage of how much the person paying for the advert pays for the click.  The
amount that they pay varies according to a lot of different factors.

One of the other keys to success with Adsense is about where you place your adverts. 
Remember that too many ad above the fold will get you penalized by the search
engines, so you need to be careful where you position them.

Placing Adsense ads within the body of an article tends to work very well because
people are reading the text and then they see the advert.  If it is a text based advert
they can assume the advert is a part of your site and you can get a good click through
rate.

Adsense makes for a very nice passive source of income that is very easy to add to a
website and to use to make money.  Like all other forms of website marketing, you
need to have traffic to make money.  The more targeted traffic you have to your site, the
more you can potentially earn.
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Monetizing With Amazon
Amazon has been the darling of Internet marketers for a number of years now and has
proved to be a consistently good money earner.  The issue is that some US states do
not allow Amazon affiliate to work out of them for tax reasons.  If you are in one of
these states when you need to either set up an out of state company or work from an
out of state relatives address.

The basic premised behind the Amazon associate program is that you sell a product
on Amazon and get paid a commission every time someone buys.  The commission
rates aren’t the best on the market, but are good for physical products.  The real
advantage is that when people buy from Amazon, they often buy other products as
well.

This means that you make more money as you get paid a commission on everything
the visitors you send buy from the site.  For a lot of marketers, these other items
account for up to 80% of the sales that they make.

You can see here the commission structure from Amazon.com.  There are slight
differences in the commission rates on the other Amazon sites.

When you move up a commission tier, everything that you have sold in that month
moves up a commission tier.  So when you sell the 7th item in a month, all the previous
6 move up to 6% commission, which makes for a nice pay rise!
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Certain categories within Amazon have caps on the amount of commission that you
can offer.  This is illustrated below:

This means that whether you sell 1 or 100 items in the Electronics category, you will
only get 4% commission on the sale.

Amazon are very helpful for the associates and they provide a lot of resources to help
you make money.  They provide a lot of tools so you can display adverts on your site
called widgets, including specific ones for movies and music as well as carousel and
other widgets for displaying products.

These can work well, but if they look too much like a banner ad then you can find
people suffer from blindness with the advert.

Writing reviews works very well for Amazon and in text links from within your reviews
tend to have a high conversion rate. 

Many people search for reviews or the best price before they buy a product, even from
Amazon.  Associates cash in on this by providing information in the form of reviews
and articles that help these people make a buying decision.

Writing quality reviews and getting them ranking for their keywords is perhaps the best
way for you to capitalize from the Amazon affiliate program
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The key to succeeding with Amazon is to find products that are in demand and that you
can rank for in the search engines.  There are many different products on Amazon that
you could choose from in every niche imaginable.  Having such a huge variety of
products makes for a lot of different sites you can create.  It also means that when you
get someone to your site and they buy there is a good chance that they will buy
something else from Amazon whilst they are there.

Amazon has mastered the art of selling more products to people and you can really
cash in on this with Amazon niche site.
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Monetizing With Clickbank
A popular site for affiliate marketers is Clickbank.  It’s a massive site with tens of
thousands of info products on it where you can sign up as an affiliate (for free) and start
promoting products.

The products here are a mixture of products from all sorts of different niches, so there
are a wide variety of products of differing levels of quality.

There are other competitors to Clickbank such as PayDotCom, JVZoo, RAPBank and
more, though these tend to be more focused on Internet marketing products.

Clickbank has a marketplace where you can search for a product that meets your
requirements or browse to find one that you like the look of to promote.  In the
marketplace you will see listings like this:

The figures are mostly self-explanatory.  You are shown the average earnings per sale
and underneath it is the promote button, which will give you your affiliate link.

The Avg %/sale figure is how much commission of the purchase price you will get paid
as the affiliate.  Clickbank do provide a figure called Gravity (Grav) which is a 
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rough figure showing you how popular the product is by how well it is selling.  It’s not
an entirely accurate figure, but it will give you a good idea of how popular a product is. 
It can be manipulated so you shouldn’t take it as gospel.

Finding a product on Clickbank involves checking out the sales page and seeing what
it looks like.  Is it a good sales page?  Do you think it will convert?  Is the offer one your
target market would appreciate?

Check also for leaks in the sales page where you won’t get your commission, do they
send people to a squeeze page or lead capture page where your affiliate ID isn’t
captured?  Is there an exit pop-up on the site which doesn’t capture your affiliate ID?  If
this is the case then you can find that you don’t get paid your commission if the visitors
you send don’t buy immediately.

Most of the serious Clickbank products will have a whole host of affiliate resources
including banners, articles, emails and more.  These can be very helpful to get you
promoting a product quickly and save time.  However, for maximum results you really
need to use unique material, which allows you to stand out from the crowd and help
persuade people to purchase what you are recommended.

Clickbank is a very reliable and well known affiliate network that has been around for a
long time.  Their stability is one of the big pluses of this network. They aren’t going to
disappear overnight or decide they aren’t going to pay you.  Working through
Clickbank means that the merchant can’t refuse to pay you your commissions,
Clickbank takes care of it all for you.

In order to receive money from Clickbank you need to meet their payment criteria and
meet a minimum payment threshold.  You can set this level to whatever you want, but
remember that if you are receiving your payment by check and you are outside of the
USA then you are going to be charged for cashing the check.  You need to ensure that
your commission threshold is high enough that it is worth your while to cash the check
after the bank charges have been taken out.

You can get a direct bank payment if you meet their criteria.  This takes out the wait for
a commission check and makes it cheaper to receive payment.
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All in all, Clickbank is a reliable and worthwhile network that you can make a lot of
money with.  There are people make tens of thousands of dollars a month from
Clickbank, so it is possible to make a lot of money with this network.

If you are looking to promote electronic products as an affiliate then you can’t go wrong
with Clickbank.  Whilst there are competitors nipping at its heels, for now, Clickbank
still retains its crown as the best affiliate network.
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Monetizing With CPA Offers
CPA or Cost Per Action offers are a very good way for you to make money online.  The
premise behind these offers is that your visitor completes an action and then you get
paid when they do.

The amount you get paid will vary according to the complexity of the action your visitor
has to complete.  The more complex the action your visitor has to complete, the more
you will get paid, but also the less people will complete the action.

An offer where someone just has to enter their email address will pay a lot less than a
trial product offer, but will have a higher conversion rate because more people are
going to put their email address in to a form.

CPA offers come in all shapes and sizes and for many different niches.  A site such as
Offervault will show you a lot of CPA offers from different offers.

Most CPA offers will come with creatives, or banners, which you can use to promote
the product.  However, some CPA offers you cannot advertise with banners, so you
need to check what advertising methods you can use.

You will find that a lot of CPA offers are targeted to a specific country.  If you send
traffic from outside of that country then they will be shown a generic offer which has a
dreadful conversion rate.  Ideally with a CPA offer you need to know exactly what
country your visitors are coming from and make sure you show them a related CPA
offer.

Being able to geo-locate your adverts can make CPA offers more profitable because
you can control what adverts people from different countries see.  This means that
people will only see an advert that is relevant to their country, which will help to boost
your conversion rate.

CPA offers work very well with media buys and paid adverting because you can target
the visitors according to their interest and their location.

CPA offers tend to be live for a defined period of time and then they expire.  Once they
expire, your traffic will be sent to a generic offer that has a low conversion rate.
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If you are monetizing your websites with CPA offers then you need to keep track of
when the offers expire so that you can change the offers for one that is live.  This is one
reason why paid advertising works so well for CPA offers is because the adverts can
be set to run just for the time the offer is live.

CPA offers are a great way for you to monetize your website and can be very profitable
when they are used properly.  There are people out there who are making hundreds of
thousands of dollars a day from CPA offers.  Admittedly, they spend a lot of money on
advertising, but they make a lot of money from it too.

There are some great offers out there that you can market on your website or to an
email list and profit from.  Using CPA is profitable when you use it properly and a great
way to monetize any website.
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Others Ways To Monetize Your Website
There are many other ways by which you can monetize your website and it will
depend upon your niche, your target market and your experience as to which you will
choose. 

There is no one right or wrong way to monetize a website.  It really does depend on
personal preference.  Once person might choose to use Amazon to monetize their
website but another person may choose Clickbank for the same niche.

You will need to test the different types of monetization, which we will discuss shortly,
to find which is the best for your site, but there are many other ways you can make
money from your site.

Your Own Product(s)

If you have created your own products then you can monetize your website with these
very easily.  Your own product is a great way to make money from a website, but
obviously you have to have a product first of all.

Not everyone will have created their own product or be in a position to do so, some
people just do not like creating a product.  If you fall in to this category then you need to
look at outsourcing your product creation.  You can hire people who will create
products for you from sites like the Warrior Forum, Odesk, Freelancer, Elance and
more.  All of these are great sites where you can get highly skilled people to create
your product for you.

When you have your own product then you need to create an affiliate program for it so
that you can get other people to promote it and make money for you.  This is where the
real money is.

When you have an army of affiliates marketing your products then they are working to
build you a list and to make sales for you, meaning you don’t have to do so much work
promoting your site.
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Setting up a sales funnel where you have upsells and one time offers will help to
improve the amount of money both you and your affiliate can make.  If your affiliates
are making money then they will work a lot harder to make you money!

PLR / MRR Products

If you don’t want to create your own product then you can always use a private label
rights (PLR) or master resell rights (MRR) product and sell that.

MRR products means you can’t edit the product and have to sell it as is.  With a PLR
product you can edit the product and can, in most cases, claim it as your own.

This is a very rapid way for you to create a product, but you need to make sure that the
PLR or MRR product that you are selling is high quality.  If the product is poor quality
then you will get a high refund rate which could get your Paypal or other merchant
account closed down.

Always review the PLR and MRR before you sell it because your reputation will be
based upon the quality of the site.

There are many places online you can buy quality products to resell and keep all the
profits.  You can Google for your keyword and the words PLR or MRR and you will find
some.  Another option is to check out one of the many PLR and MRR sites out there
l ike www.MasterResellRights.com or www.PrivateLabelContent.com both of which
have high quality products that you can use to make money from.

Using PLR and MRR is a quick and easy way for you to create a product and profit
from it.  You can have a website up and running in a matter of hours selling a product,
which is great news for you.

The smartest marketers take PLR and then re-work it to make it completely unique.
They recognize that there will be other marketers selling the same product and so they
change the title and the graphics and add some more information to the product.
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This way they create a unique product that stands out in the crowd plus they ensure
that if their buyers have bought the PLR product from someone else they are still going
to be satisfied.

Dropshipping

A popular way for some people to monetize their website is through dropshipping. 
This is where you advertise and sell a product but the manufacturer or third party deals
with fulfilling the order.  It’s a kind of affiliate marketing that is very effective with
physical products.

You will often see people making money with dropshipping on eBay and other
classified ad sites.

However, you can profit from this with your own website just as easily.  This type of
marketing is very similar to Amazon marketing in that you can write reviews, create
banner adverts and use them to promote the product that you are selling.

Then instead of Amazon fulfilling the order, the dropshipping company fulfils the order
and you pocket the difference between their price and the price you sold it for.

Dropshipping does require that you trust the supplier to deliver.  If they fail to deliver
then you are responsible for either fulfilling the order or refunding the payments
received.  However, with reliable dropshippers it is rare that they fail to fulfil the orders.

There are many websites selling lists of dropshippers or you can find them with a good
Google.  Often you can contact the manufacturers of a product you want to promote
direct and speak to them about dropshipping.  Many companies are either happy to
help or can put you in touch with a company that can assist you.

Instant Commission Networks

There are affiliate networks out there which specialize in instant commissions, that is,
you get paid the moment you make a sale, no waiting for weeks or months for your
commission payout.  You don’t have to meet any minimum payout thresholds, you just
get paid straight to your Paypal account when you make a sale.
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This is a feature that isn’t offered by Clickbank, but is offered by some product owners
at JVZoo and is the main feature of RAPBank.com. 

The main advantage of promoting an instant commission product is that it is great for
your cash flow because you get paid straight away. Mixing some of these types of
promotions with other affiliate promotions means you can manage your cash flow very
well.

At present, most instant commission products are in the Internet marketing niche, but
there is a growing number of products paying their commissions instantly in other
niches too.

A lot of marketers are realizing that an instant commission product gets the affiliate to
work harder because they see an instant return on their work.  In the Internet marketing
niche it is heavily used with 100% being offered on the low priced front end and then a
percentage being offered on the backend.

This model works very well, and you will find many WSO’s and other offers are giving
100% commissions on the front end.  Promoting these can be very profitable if you
have a related niche and is worth doing.

Instant commission products are very good for your cash flow and there are more and
more products being released offering this service.

Other Contextual Adverts

Adsense is the most popular contextual advertising network but there are many others
out there like Chitika which offer a similar service.

It is against Googles terms of service to use any other contextual advertising network
on the same page as an Adsense advert but a service like Chitika can be useful if you
are unable to use Adsense.

You might be struggling to get a website approved for Adsense or you may be in a
location where you are unable to use Adsense.  In this case, using a service like
Chitika is your only other option if you want to display contextual adverts.
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Typically these networks don’t pay as much as Adsense and there isn’t always as
many adverts on them, but they are still a very valid way of monetizing your website.

Using these adverts is the same as using Adsense.  The same principles apply in
blending in the adverts and placing them in your content.

If you are unable to use Adsense but want to put contextual adverts on your website
then you can’t go wrong with a network like Chitika as an alternative.

JVZoo

JVZoo is a relative newcomer to the affiliate product networks and is a rapidly rising
star.  It is a site run by Internet marketers for Internet marketers and that means they
know what you need, as a marketer, to make money.  The site is regularly updated and
there are new features regularly added in response to demand by marketers.

If you are monetizing your site with your own product then using JVZoo is a great idea
because it offers a lot of features, including one time offers, and is a hotbed of activity
for affiliates these days.  Whilst many of the products here are Internet marketing
related, more and more non IM products are being added to the network now.

As an affiliate you need to find the product you want to promote and request
permission to be an affiliate.  It can take a couple of days for someone to approve this
as it needs manually approving so you need to plan your promotions in advance.

There are some good statistics shown about each product and a comprehensive
search facility to help you find what you are looking for.  These can be very helpful
when it comes to finding what you are looking for.
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You can see from the picture above that it will tell you how many copies of the product
has been sold as well as the conversion rate and Earnings Per Click (EPC).  This
helps you determine how profitable a product is when your promote it.  Typically, a
high number of products sold means it has proved very popular and the EPC gives you
an idea of how much you can earn per click, i.e. the conversion rate.

JVZoo also shows you the refund rate, which again, is a useful statistic to determine
how profitable a product will be.  If this is too high it should be a red flag to you as it is
something you should avoid because you are going to get hit by refunds.

If there is a sales funnel then JVZoo also shows you this and shows the same statistics
to you.  This means that with many offers you can earn on the front end and on the
backend. 

JVZoo is an extremely good affiliate network and is becoming more and more popular
with marketers.  With a good set of features and meeting the needs of Internet
marketers it is going to continue to increase in popularity, particularly with the rapid
addition of features and helping to make the site better for Internet marketers.  You can
make some great profits from the products here and it’s worth looking for through the
products that are listed here.
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Google Advertisers Network

The Google Advertisers Network is an affiliate network with lots of different high street
stores.  If you are looking for an alternative to Amazon, then this is a great network to
go for.

It’s easy to sign up for and once you have joined it you need to apply to individual
affiliate programs.  You will need to have a website that is relevant to the affiliate
network you want to sign up for, otherwise you will not be approved for the individual
affiliate programs.

Once you are approved you are given a variety of different creative or you can just use
text based links, it’s entirely up to you.

Some of the companies here will provide you with discount coupons that you can
share with your list or website visitors.  These can make a big difference in getting your
conversion rate up.  However, they often change or are for a short period of time so you
need to make sure you are updating the coupon links regularly.

Other networks like Commission Junction also provide discount coupons.  These are
an excellent way for you to really boost your conversion rate and make more money.

For someone who can’t use Amazon, the Google Advertiser Network provides you
with an excellent alternative for monetizing your website.
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Testing And Tracking Your Adverts
Once you have monetized your website then you need to take the next step, which is
improving your conversion rate.

Your conversion rate is very important because it directly determines the amount of
money you make from your website.  For example, if your conversion rate is 0.5% then
that means you make one sale for every 200 visitors.  If this means that in a month you
make $200 from the site, then that’s good, buys you coffee or pizza for the month.

What if you can increase your conversion rate to 1%?  That doubles your money and
your website is now making $400 a month from one sale in every 100 visitors. 

Increase your conversion rate to 2% and you are now earning $800 a month from the
same website.  If you imagine having 4 or 5 websites that you do this on, you are
suddenly looking at some large sums of money, just by boosting your conversion rate.

So how can you boost your conversion rate?

It comes from testing and tracking, which is something that the most successful
marketers do and how they make serious cash online.

The process is simple, you test different adverts, different headlines, different
placements of adverts to see which performs best.  There is a procedure by which you
need to do this in order to get results which are useful for you.

Firstly you need to drive traffic to your site and see what the conversion rate is.  This is
your baseline conversion rate.  You need, ideally, to send a decent amount of traffic to
it, so you want to get 500 to 1000 visitors.  This is a large enough number of visitors so
you can produce statistically significant results.

Once you have this baseline, you need to make a single change to your website.  This
could be move an advert, change a graphic or so on.  You need to make one change
because if you make too many changes then you will not know which change is
responsible for improving your conversion rate.
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Then you need to drive the same amount of traffic to your website again and check the
conversion rate.

The process is then repeated until you get the conversion rate as high as possible. 
You will get to a point where you are unable to increase the conversion rate any
further.  At this point you are pretty much done with improving your conversion rate. 
You are never going to get a 100% conversion rate, so as soon as you find your
conversion rate sticks, you’ve got to a good level and can stop.
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Summary
It is important that you monetize your website properly because that is how you make
your money as an Internet marketer.  There are a lot of different ways you could
monetize your website, and this is part of the confusion with a lot of people who come
online to make money.

There is no one size fits all solution to monetizing your website and it will depend upon
where in the world you are, what affiliate networks you are able to sign up for and your
niche.  Certain niches will lend themselves to certain types of monetization more than
others.

For example, if you are selling an LCD television, then Clickbank is a no go but you
may find the Amazon, Commission Junction or the Google Advertiser Network will
work very well. On some pages you may even place Adsense ads as the Cost Per
Click (CPC) is good.

Once you have set up your website and you are monetizing it then starts the vital task
of split testing the site and improving your conversion rate.  If you can improve your
conversion rate you can significantly improve your income.

For many marketers, monetization is a tricky thing to do.  People struggle to decide
upon the best way to monetize their websites because of the sheer variety of options
available to them.

Look at your niche and understand what your demographic is.  What age is your ideal
website visitor?  What sex are they? What interests have they got?  What problem do
they have that is getting them to your website?

When you can understand this, you are in a position to target your website to meet
their needs.  If you are able to do this, then you can help boost your conversion rate
from it.  Understanding your target market is the key to ensuring your conversion rate is
as high as possible.

One thing you can do is to test different forms of monetization to see which works best
with your website.  You may find that Amazon is better for your niche than Commission
Junction, for example, or that Adsense brings in the most income.
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Enjoy monetizing your website, it is a great feeling when you realise that your website
is making money for you whilst you sleep at night.

Paid instantly to your paypal by
rebranding this ebook
You can get 100% commmission through your paypal with rebranding this ebook with
your information. You will get commission from header/footer ads. Just rebrand this
ebook with your name and paypal email and then share it to your social network. You
can test it by clicking buy button from product on header/footer ads and you will see
your paypal email there.

Rebrand this ebook
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Share this ebook with your friends

Share on Facebook  Share on Twitter  Share on Google+

Click the buttons above to share this ebook with your friends!

Additional Resources

WP Amabot Software

With This New Amazon Affiliate Plugin and Review Theme
You Can Easily Build Your Own High Quality Amazon
Affiliate Sites In Just A Few Clicks Of Your Mouse

Continuity Income Video

How to quickly and easily create continuity income streams.
Using deceptively simple methods as used by an elite
marketing few to bring in storm of massive, passive profits.
And in just 5 minutes from now, you too will discover the
secrets to generate everlasting income from your websites

Clickbank Goldminer

Simple new app saves your money on clickbank virtually
every time. Pays for itself on the first use and guarantees .
You get the best price for any clickbank purchase you ever
make.
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